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Abstract: In this paper, a finite element model for line started 

PMSM is developed for the investigation. The model is designed 

using finite element software ANSYS Maxwell. Both transient and 

steady state analysis is necessary for the performance 

investigation of the motor. Transient analysis is performed to find 

the torque, power, various losses and efficiency. Also, for 

observing magnetic flux lines, flux density and magnetic field 

intensity, steady state analysis of the machine is performed. 

Comparison of the results is done with the previously designed 

line started motors. This motor may replace the conventional 

induction motors in constant speed applications.  

 
Index Terms: ANSYS Maxwell, Efficiency, induction motors, 

Line Started PMSM,  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Energy is a prerequisite to economic development of any 

country. Energy consumption of a country is the indicator of 

its development. Electricity is one of the greatest 

technological innovations of mankind. Electrical energy has 

been found to be the most efficient, clean, and easy to use 

form of energy which is necessary for modern civilization. It 

has invaded our lives and become vital in all aspects to our 

society [1].  

Nowadays, induction motors are widely utilized in large 

number of industrial applications, like fans and pumps. In 

1988, the first three-phase induction motor was invented by 

Nikola Tesla. Induction (asynchronous) motors are 

distinguished by robust construction and line-start capability, 

i.e., ability to start from standstill when supplied from a 

constant amplitude and frequency voltage source [2]. On the 

other hand, the disadvantages of small rated power induction 

motors, relatively small power factor and efficiency, prevent 

the marketing of induction motors on markets with strict 

regulations regarding electromotor energy efficiency. 

Contrarily, PMSMs are distinguished by high efficiency and 

also high torque per unit current when compared with small 

power rating induction motors [3].  

The PMSMs were known in the early 1950’s. New 

advancements in PM Technology created new interests for 

researchers to develop new variety of PM motors. By the 

mid-1980s, a new type of rare-earth magnet, 

Neodymium-Iron-Boron (Nd-Fe-B), 
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 had been developed. Now-a-day, widely used magnetic 

material is NdFeB which is more suitable for motor 

applications. NdFeB magnets have more corrosion 

susceptibility, but may be treated to limit such effects [4]. Fig. 

1 shows demagnetization curve for various magnetic 

materials available for electric motors. 

 

Fig. 1: Demagnetization curve of PM materials 

The main disadvantage of PMSM is their inability to line-start 

from zero speed under load. PMSMs are, therefore, equipped 

with different position sensors and fed from current controlled 

voltage converters [5]. But, in LSPMSM, the squirrel-cage 

enables line-starting capability and damping of dynamic 

oscillations. The motors were “line-start”, a combination 

between an induction rotor machine and magnets, supplied 

from AC source. This type of motor is capable of line-starting 

under load; it exhibits higher power factor and efficiency 

values when compare to an induction motor with equal 

dimensions and rated data; also the position sensor is no 

longer needed [6]. The higher efficiency of the line-start 

PMSM also means that the machine is operating at lower 

temperature at equal load, providing opportunities for 

increasing the rated power. The motor manufacturers can 

penetrate markets with strict regulations regarding 

electromotor efficiency, by supplying high-efficient line-start 

PMSM instead of less-efficient induction motors, which are 

not intended for heavy starting, e.g. ventilator drives [7].  

 

II. MODELLING LINE START PMSM 

The voltage equation for 

stator is: 
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Here, stator winding phase resistance is Rs and p=d/dt and  

The equations for voltage of rotor are 

 

  
 

Rotor coil having dc excitation current, Ifm is used to model 

the PM, then 

 
The equations for flux linkage equations are; 

             

             

             

             
Here, d and q axis inductances have relation with stator and 

rotor leakage inductances as 

  ,          

 ,          

Here the leakage inductance of stator and rotor are L1 and L2, 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 
The rotor acceleration at any instant is, 

 
Where the number of poles = P, rotor angular speed= ωr, and 

number of rotor inertia= J. Also, load torque= TL and 

electromagnetic torque= Te. 

The rotor cage torque is given as: 

 
The braking torque produced due to the presence of 

permanent magnet is given by: 

 
The resultant electromagnetic torque, Te is represented as: 

 
During steady state operation, the torque in the form of 

currents is given by 

 
In the form of voltage, if δ is the angle between Eo and Vph1, 

neglecting resistance, 

 
 

 
This resultant torque is known as synchronous torque.  

III. DESIGN OF LSPMSM 

In recent years, advances in the design of personal computers 

have led to significant increases in computational and data 

storage ability. This has allowed the development of fast and 

powerful software packages for use in the design and analysis 

of electric machines. Analytical and finite element computer 

programs are now an essential part of the design process, and 

are used to create optimized designs ready for prototyping. As 

more sophisticated programs are developed, more 

computationally-intensive analysis methods are possible.  

 

Fig. 2: Model of Line Start PMSM 

For those motor topologies whose properties cannot 

easily be calculated by equivalent circuits or the classical 

phasor diagram, the use of software such as finite element 

analysis programs is essential.  

           While modeling and simulation are an essential part of 

the design process, the performance of the machine must be 

verified by measurement of its electrical and mechanical 

properties.  The measured properties of the machine should be 

used to make adjustments to the prototype design and may be 

used as an input to further design calculations; they are also 

useful as a tool for calibration of the motor model. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Constructional view of Line Start PMSM 

 

Although there is a wealth of literature concerning 

the measurement of magnetization characteristics of 

permanent-magnet motors, there are no internationally 

recognizable standards, such as those of the IEC or the 

ASTM, at present. This raises a number of key questions:  

What are the most suitable ways of defining the magnetization 

characteristics of each type 

of motor? 

Can the same measurement 

methods be applied to 
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permanent-magnet motors as to other motor topologies?  

What is the best way to model the motors in analytical or finite 

element design programs?  

How can the properties of the lamination materials, as 

measured from sheet steel samples, be used in calculations of 

motor characteristics? 

The objective of the study is to examine the existing methods 

of measurement and investigation of magnetization features 

of PMSM and lamination materials used in the construction of 

such machines.  

The two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulation 

software for electromagnetic analysis, Maxwell from Ansoft 

Corporation can carry GUI simulation in both frequency and 

time domain electromagnetic fields in complex 2D and 3D 

structures. In this paper, it is employed to simulate and 

evaluate the performance of the line-start PMSM. Widely 

used FEA based ANSYS Maxwell software is utilized for 

design and investigation of the motor.  

 

IV. RESULTS 

 

The motor performance can be analyzed by two stages of 

operation, i.e., transient stage and steady state stage.  

Transient Operation: 

The line started motor starts as conventional induction motor, 

by the action of two torques, cage torque and magnet braking 

torque.  

 

Fig. 4: Rotational Speed of Line Start PMSM 

At the time of starting, peak values of current, torque and 

speed are the prominent parameters for the prediction of 

starting performance of Line Start PMSM. When the motor 

achieves near synchronous speed, the process of 

synchronization is started and motor state starts transition 

from transient state to the steady state.  

 

Fig. 5- Torque developed by Line Start PMSM 

In steady state, the motor behaves like synchronous motor and 

runs at synchronous speed. The simulated speed-time 

characteristic shows that the motor is pulled into synchronism at 

around 0.50 s after the start.    

 

 

Fig. 6: Currents induced in winding 

Rotor magnets when acted upon with the stator poles 

or teeth, cogging torque is generated which does not depends 

on the stator current at all. 

 
Fig. 7: Voltages induced in the winding 
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Fig. 8: Voltage and Current induced in the winding end connections 

Steady State Operation: 

Steady state analysis plays a vital role for the prediction of the 

performance of motor. Steady-state performance of an 

LSPMSM is investigated in detail using FEM. In steady state, 

no current flows in the squirrel cage bars, so there is no rotor 

copper loss in the motor. 

 

Fig. 9: Magnetic flux lines in LSPMSM 

In steady state the motor works as synchronous motor and 

runs at synchronous speed. Figure (9) shows the magnetic flux 

lines in LSPMSM. 

 

 

Fig. 10: Magnetic field Intensity in LSPMSM 

Figure-11 demonstrates  the magnetic  flux  density 

distribution of the  machine,  based  on  which the  flux  paths  

and the  corresponding  magnetic  equivalent  circuit  are 

extracted. 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Magnetic flux density in LSPMSM 

Here, 2D finite element model of LSPMSM is utilized for the 

verification of the obtained results. During the FE simulation 

of electrical machines, the meshing is essential process which 

is done to descretize the geometry developed into small 

number of parts called cells.  The meshing may be initial 

meshing and adaptive meshing. A quarter geometry of the 

machine is subdivided into triangular elements. Fig. 12 shows 

the mesh plot of the motor.  

 

Fig. 12: Finite Element Mesh in LSPMSM 

CONCLUSION 

Line started PMSM is new variety of motor which may be 

used in fans, pumps and compressor. FEM plays a vital role in 

designing and studying of LSPMSM. A very rigorous 

investigation has been done for magnet shapes and 

dimensions. By doing so, we have designed the various 

structures of stator and rotor laminations and windings. By 

using this technique, LSPMSM is successfully simulated 

under given conditions. Finite element based 2-D time 

stepping method is utilized to study the steady state as well as 

transient performance of the machine. The results came out 

after simulation confirms the good hold on the validity of the 

designed model. The magneto static analysis is performed to 

obtain various steady state performance parameters. The 

transient field is utilized to study the starting process of 

LSPMSM. 

APPENDIX 

Table 1 shows the design data for designing the line started 

PMSM.  
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Table. 1 

Design data of the proposed LSPMSM 

 Output power 

Number of poles 

Reference speed 

Voltage  

2 kW 

4 

1500 

220 V 

Stator Outer_Dia 

Inner_Dia 

Length 

Steel_type 

Slots 

176 mm 

111.2 mm 

100 mm 

M19_24G 

48 

Rotor Outer_dia 

Inner_dia 

Slots 

Magnet_Material 

Magnet_thickness 

Magnet_width 

Conductor material 

109.2 mm 

30.8 mm 

40 

NdFeB35 

5 mm 

52 mm 

Cast_Aluminum 
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